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Arkansas' Judiciary: It's History and Structure

Edwin H. Greenebaum*

Courts are established to make justice available to private suitors and to provide forums in which public officials may enforce the law and accuse and prosecute those charged with crime. Arkansas from its earliest days as a territory has, like other states, provided courts in a system of three tiers. On the lowest level numerous judicial officers of limited jurisdiction, using simple procedures for inexpensive enforcement of small claims and prosecution of petty offenses, are located throughout the state so that they may be geographically accessible to all Arkansas citizens. A smaller number of courts of general jurisdiction are provided on the second level to try more important cases, both civil and criminal, and to supervise the inferior courts. At the highest level there is a Supreme Court with a statewide appellate jurisdiction. This was the structure provided in the territorial government and which has continued until the present day. There has been an increase in the number of courts with a confusing array of jurisdictions, but the three tier pattern remains.

COURTS OF LIMITED JURISDICTION

In each county there is a court, presided over by a county judge, known as the county court. Under Arkansas' first constitution the county judge was elected by the justices of the peace, but since 1861 the county judge has been popularly elected. The county court is the principal instrument of county government and performs a mixture of executive and legislative as well as judicial tasks. The county judges must meet age and residence requirements, but need not be lawyers. The county court is a court of

*Assistant Professor of Law, University of Arkansas.

1 ARK. CONST. art. 7, § 4. In addition the Supreme Court has an original jurisdiction "to issue writs of quo warranto to the circuit judges and chancellors when created, and to officers and political corporations when the question involved is the legal existence of such corporations." ARK. CONST. art. 7, § 5.

2"[T]he judicial power of the territory shall be vested in a superior court, and in such inferior courts as the legislative department of the territory shall from time to time institute and establish, and in justices of the peace . . . ." An Act Establishing the Territory of Arkansas, 3 Stat. 493, 95 (1819).

3"The judicial power of the State shall be vested in one Supreme Court, in circuit courts, in county and probate courts, and in justices of the peace. The General Assembly may also vest such jurisdiction as may be deemed necessary in municipal corporation courts, courts of common pleas, where established, and, when deemed expedient, may establish separate courts of chancery." ARK. CONST. art. 7, § 1. Arkansas' current constitution dates from 1874; prior constitutions were adopted in 1836, 1861, 1864, and 1868.

4ARK. CONST. art. 6, § 9 (1836); ARK. CONST. art. 7, § 28.

5ARK. CONST. art. 6, § 10 (1836).

6ARK. CONST. art. 6, § 12 (1861).

7Under the 1868 constitution, the county court was known as the board of county supervisors. ARK. CONST. schedule § 23.

8ARK. CONST. art. 7, § 29.
and the county judge exercises judicial jurisdiction over matters arising out of the government of the county. Appellate supervision over the judgments rendered in the county courts is placed in the circuit courts where matters heard in the county court are tried de novo, and where the county judge is assigned the task of defending the appeals.

The principal courts of limited jurisdiction have been justice of the peace and municipal corporation courts. The constitution provides that there shall be one justice of the peace in each township for every 200 electors, but with at least two justices in each township. Corporation courts may be vested with jurisdiction concurrent with the justices of the peace. Such jurisdiction is as follows:

First, exclusive of the circuit court, in all matters of contract where the amount in controversy does not exceed the sum of one hundred dollars, excluding interest, and concurrent jurisdiction in matters of contracts where the amount in controversy does not exceed the sum of three hundred dollars, exclusive of interest;

Second, concurrent jurisdiction in suits for the recovery of personal property where the value of the property does not exceed the sum of three hundred dollars, and in all matters of damage to personal property where the amount in controversy does not exceed the sum of one hundred dollars;

Third, such jurisdiction of misdemeanors as is now, or may be, prescribed by law;

Fourth, to sit as examining courts and commit, discharge or recognize offenders to the court having jurisdiction, for further trial, and to bind persons to keep the peace or for good behavior;

Fifth, for the foregoing purposes they shall have power to issue all necessary processes;

Sixth, they shall be conservators of the peace in their respective counties, provided a justice of the peace shall not have jurisdiction where a lien on land or title or possession thereto is involved.

The oldest corporation courts under the current constitution are mayor's courts and police courts. Mayor's courts have criminal jurisdiction in all matters relating to county taxes, roads, bridges, ferries, paupers, bastardy, vagrants, the apprenticeship of minors, the disbursement of money for county purposes, and in every other case that may be necessary to the internal improvement and local concerns of the respective counties. The county court shall be held by one judge, except in cases otherwise herein provided. This jurisdiction is amplified by statute. 16

Id. § 43. Corporation courts may not have civil jurisdiction exceeding that permitted by the constitution for justices of the peace. United Loan & Inv. Co. v. Chilton, 225 Ark. 1037, 287 S.W.2d 458 (1956). Within that limit, however, the legislature has withdrawn jurisdiction from justices of the peace and vested it in corporation courts. See note 25 infra.

Ark. Const. art. 7, § 40.

2Ark. Const. art. 7, § 39. Justices of the peace, like county judges, need not be lawyers. Id. § 41.
3See generally Ark. Legislative Council, Research Department, Survey of Minor Court Systems of Arkansas (1950).
6See generally Ark. Legislative Council, Research Department, Survey of Minor Court Systems of Arkansas (1950).
7Ark. Const. art. 7, § 39. Justices of the peace, like county judges, need not be lawyers. Id. § 41.
8Id. § 43. Corporation courts may not have civil jurisdiction exceeding that permitted by the constitution for justices of the peace. United Loan & Inv. Co. v. Chilton, 225 Ark. 1037, 287 S.W.2d 458 (1956). Within that limit, however, the legislature has withdrawn jurisdiction from justices of the peace and vested it in corporation courts. See note 25 infra.
jurisdiction over violations of city ordinances and jurisdiction concurrent with the justices of the peace, and the mayor may request a justice of the peace to sit as judge in his place.\(^\text{17}\) Police courts, established in cities of the first class and permitted for cities of the second class,\(^\text{18}\) have jurisdiction over misdemeanors under the cities and towns act\(^\text{10}\) and jurisdiction over violation of all ordinances passed by the city council.\(^\text{20}\) A justice of the peace may also substitute for the police judge under appropriate circumstances.\(^\text{21}\)

The more modern corporation court is the municipal court. The first general municipal court legislation, enacted in 1927, permitted cities with populations of more than 9,300 to establish municipal courts.\(^\text{22}\) Legislation, however, in 1929, 1935, 1947, 1951, and 1953 has successively reduced this population requirement so that currently any city of 2,400 or more population, and any county seat town may have a municipal court.\(^\text{28}\) Where municipal courts are established, police courts are to be abolished,\(^\text{24}\) and certain jurisdictions of the justices of the peace are narrowed or abolished.\(^\text{25}\) The justices of the peace and judges of the various corporation courts enumerated each have jurisdiction "coextensive with the county."\(^\text{26}\)

In addition to justice of the peace and corporation courts, thirteen counties in Arkansas have courts of common pleas with civil jurisdiction limited in amounts varying from $500 to $1500. These courts are presided over by the county judge. Courts of common pleas, like justices of the peace and corporation courts, have no authority to affect title or possession of real estate.\(^\text{27}\)

Procedure in Arkansas' courts of limited jurisdiction varies considerably. Procedure in justice of the peace courts is regulated extensively by statute.\(^\text{28}\) These procedures attempt to impose on the parties the least burden of expense, time and preparation consistent with the essentials of notice and a fair trial. At the other extreme the procedure of the courts of common pleas conforms to that of the circuit courts.\(^\text{29}\) The procedures of the police courts, mayor's courts,

\(^\text{17}\) ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 19-1102—1204 (Repl. 1956).
\(^\text{18}\) Id. §§ 22-801—808 (Repl. 1962).
\(^\text{19}\) ARK. STAT. ANN. § 22-801 (Repl. 1962). The Compiler's Note details where the other sections of the act are compiled.
\(^\text{20}\) ARK. STAT. ANN. § 22-801 (Repl. 1962).
\(^\text{21}\) Ibid.
\(^\text{22}\) Ark. Acts 1927 No. 60, § 1. Special laws permitting establishment of municipal courts are collected in the Compiler's Notes to ARK. STAT. ANN. § 22-701 (Repl. 1962).
\(^\text{23}\) Ibid.
\(^\text{24}\) ARK. STAT. ANN. § 22-709—724.
\(^\text{25}\) Ibid. But see, id. § 22-710.
\(^\text{26}\) Ibid. The special acts authorizing and governing the individual courts of common pleas are collected in a Compiler's Note following ARK. STAT. ANN. § 22-615 (Repl. 1962). The constitutional authority is ARK. CONST. art 7, § 32.
\(^\text{27}\) The provisions are compiled as ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 26-101, —1511 (Repl. 1962).
\(^\text{28}\) See note 27 supra.
and municipal courts are not regulated by statute. Transfer of venue as of right may be had from a justice of the peace court to a court of common pleas of the same county or to a municipal court located in the justice of the peace's township. Jury trial may be had as of right in a justice of the peace court before a jury consisting of six jurors. Juries in the courts of common pleas vary, in the counties having these courts, between six and twelve. No jury trial is provided by statute for mayor's courts in civil cases or for municipal courts generally, and explicit provision states that there shall be no jury trial in police courts, in criminal cases in mayor's courts, and in municipal courts created for county seat towns under special provisions. Appeal from all these inferior courts is to the circuit court where trial is held de novo. Of the judges of these minor courts, only municipal court judges are required to be lawyers.

**COURTS OF GENERAL JURISDICTION**

When Arkansas became a state, jurisdiction not otherwise vested by statute or the constitution in another court was exercised by circuit courts. In its territorial days, Arkansas was first divided into two circuits. At the time of obtaining statehood the state had been further divided so that there were then six circuits. The constitution provided that the legislature could establish separate courts of chancery, but this at first was not done, and the circuit courts exercised a general civil as well as a criminal jurisdiction.

The United States had generally followed the English pattern by establishing separate courts of law and equity. Courts of law are those courts which hear criminal cases, entertain suits to re-
quire public officials to perform their offices according to law, apply
traditional rules in disputed matters of contract, tort and
property, and in which a jury trial as of right may be had by the
parties. The chancery courts, in which no jury trial of right is
available, supplement law courts by making available injunctive re-
lief, ordering parties to do or refrain from doing acts in those cases
where courts of law can only grant money damages and those dam-
ages may not give a plaintiff adequate relief, and by applying sup-
plementary legal principles, substantive and procedural, where the
rules applied at law are too inflexible, resulting in injustice in oc-
casional cases.

In 1855, at approximately the same time that a trend began in
other states to merge their separate courts of law and equity, Arkansas
established its first chancery court in Pulaski County. Several
other chancery courts were established by special acts prior to 1903 when
legislation provided that, "Separate courts of chancery are hereby estab-
lished in every county in the State of Arkansas." Thus, at a time when the trend was well under way to
abolish dual court systems, Arkansas established a statewide divided
civil jurisdiction for the first time. Currently, the state is divided into
eighteen circuits for courts of law and into fifteen chancery circuits.
Statutory provision has been made so that cases commenced in
the wrong jurisdiction may be easily transferred to the correct
court, and it has been provided that a circuit judge and a chancellor
may by agreement exchange jurisdictions for matters of conven-
ience. Nevertheless, as a jurisdictional matter, chancery courts may
hear only cases in which a jury trial as of right may not be had, and
the circuit courts may hear only those cases which arise at law.

In addition to their general equity jurisdiction, the chancery
judges also sit as probate courts and, in that capacity, exercise the
traditional probate jurisdiction. This jurisdiction was given to the
equity courts by constitutional amendment in 1937 which altered

---

49 Ark. Acts 1854, 137.  
50 See Field & Kaplan, Materials on Civil Procedure 299-315 (1953).  
54 Id. § 22-340.  
55 Id. § 27-205.  
56 Id. § 27-206.  
58 Ark. Const. amend. 24, § 1.
the older provisions granting probate jurisdiction to the county courts and the county judge. 63

The Supreme Court, exercising a statewide appellate jurisdiction over the circuit and chancery courts, 64 is a continuation of the Superior Court of territorial days. 65 For a time during the period of territorial government, the judges of the Superior Court were also circuit judges, each having been assigned to one circuit where they exercised general original jurisdiction. 66 Circuit riding was abandoned, however, and at the time Arkansas became a state, its first constitution provided for a Supreme Court of three judges. 67 The number was increased in 1923 to five 68 and 1927 to seven judges. 69

The manner in which the courts of general jurisdiction are to perform their tasks is extensively regulated by statute. However, in addition to procedures specifically prescribed, each court is given the "power to issue all writs or process which may be necessary in the exercise of their respective jurisdiction, according to the principles and usages of law," 70 thus being able to meet problems which may not be explicitly provided for by statute. While the practice acts have been systematically compiled, 71 it could not accurately be said that Arkansas has a single "code of procedure." The legislature has, since the compilation of the Revised Statutes of the State of Arkansas in 1837, accumulated provisions which they have enacted to meet problems as they arose, and statutes have been relatively infrequently repealed. The result has been that in many instances there are multiple statutes governing the same procedural problem without any instruction by the legislature as to how they are to be reconciled.

By constitutional requirement the justices of the Supreme Court and the judges of the circuit court must be learned in the law, have practiced law for a minimum number of years and meet residency requirements. 72 Qualifications for chancery judges are not set out in the constitution, presumably because there was no general establishment of chancery courts at the time the constitution was adopted. However, it is supposed that judges of the chancery courts are constitutionally to have the same qualifications as circuit judges as they exercise jurisdiction which had originally been vested in the circuit courts; statute so provides. 73

Judicial Administration

Although the central state government exercises power to regulate judicial administration and the provision of courts and judges,
counties and municipalities in fact play a large role due to legislation allowing municipalities to decide whether or not to establish corporation courts and through special legislation. Further, all judges in Arkansas are elected by the citizens of the jurisdiction which they serve.

Arkansas' constitution contains a provision prohibiting the legislature from passing laws which do not have general application throughout the state. However, the Arkansas Supreme Court has held that this provision does not affect the establishment or abolition of courts and has allowed the legislature to fix salaries for public officers which vary from county to county. As a result there has been considerable legislation which has been responsive to the demands of the local jurisdictions and counties who must pay the expenses of establishing and maintaining the courts. The only central control over the selection of judges is in the Governor who has the power to fill vacancies in judicial office. Older, unrevoked provisions, however, permit members of the local bar to elect a special judge if a circuit, chancery, or municipal court judge is not on hand to hold a scheduled term of court.

Some flexibility is potentially provided by the statutory provision which allows circuit judges and chancery judges to exchange jurisdictions with each other and among circuits by agreement. However, there is no central authority with power to assign judges to serve where they are most needed. Further, although the constitution provides for the number of justices of the peace to be elected, there is no requirement that they actually hold court. The holding of mayor's courts seems also to be permissive. The combination of these factors results in a potentially wide disparity in the provision of judicial resources as between counties or between population groupings having equal needs.
Lawyers are licensed to practice throughout the state. However, it may be difficult for a lawyer from another county to know just what courts are available or what the procedures in the available courts are. Circuit, chancery, and probate jurisdictions are uniform throughout the state; however, just what minor courts may exist in each county is largely left to local option, and the procedure in those courts may also vary.

There is a striking unavailability of information about the administration of courts in Arkansas. Practices of record keeping vary a great deal throughout the state, and there is no central facility which regularly collects information as to court activity. The profusion and confusion of special acts makes more difficult the task of knowing what courts exist in each county, already difficult due to the permissive nature of enabling legislation. A 1950 report surveying the minor court systems in Arkansas could only estimate the number of justices of the peace and mayors who actually hold court, and of one police court the report had to conclude, "It is probable that a police court exists in the City of Luxora, but this department has not been able to obtain confirmation of this fact." As a result, it is very difficult to know to what degree Arkansas' courts are effective in achieving the objectives of establishing a court system. It is not known just how many minor courts are available to try small claims and petty offenses. It is not known what procedures these courts in fact use or how crowded are their dockets. It is even difficult to know whether the courts of general jurisdiction, the circuit and chancery courts, have adequate resources to meet the demands made upon them. Such information can be obtained only incompletely in laborious surveys, sending investigators into each county and municipality to ask what the court situation is, and even then the investigator is made dependent on the varying quality of records kept by the clerks of each court. In addition to difficulties of evaluation thus posed, an inflexibility results from the fact that by the time data is collected, filed and analyzed, the situation in the counties may have changed. Until records of court activity are regularly kept and compiled, provision and allocation of judicial resources can only be made by periodic changes which may only roughly meet the need.

---

86 See pp. 154-55 supra.
87 Letter from Walter R. Niblock, Executive Secretary, Arkansas State Judiciary Commission, to Edwin H. Greenebaum, May 5, 1964.
89 Id. at 8.
90 Letter from Walter R. Niblock, Executive Secretary, Arkansas State Judiciary Commission, to Edwin H. Greenebaum, May 5, 1964.
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